FELLOW STUDENTS:  
Friday at 11 AM, students throughout the world will strike in a mighty protest against IMPERIALIST WAR and the development and spread of FASCIST REACTION.

We at City College must wage a relentless struggle against all manifestations of imperialist war preparations and fascism on our campus. It is meaningless to mumble about the dangers of imperialist war without demanding the complete and immediate abolition of the R.O.T.C. from our campus. Our strike would be entirely ineffectual if we did not raise concretely a militant protest against the fascist tendencies of our administration as exemplified by President Robinson in:

1. His invitation to the Italian Fascist Students last term.
2. His expulsion of 21 anti-fascist students who protested against this action.

For these and many more obvious reasons we must demand the ousting of President Robinson and the immediate and unconditional reinstatement of the expelled and suspended students.

The N. S. I. and S. L. I. J. have carried on a vigorous campaign for:

1. the ousting of President Robinson  
2. the reinstatement of all expelled and suspended students  
3. for the transfer of all R. O. T. C. and war funds to extend appropriations for F. R. R. A. jobs and to offset all retrenchment in education.

Make Friday's strike a tremendous protest against imperialist war and fascism, and all of their manifestations on the City College campus.

ATTEND THE S. C. FLAGPOLE MEETING AT 12:30 TO-DAY!  

FLASH! A legal flagpole meeting will be held today at 12:30 under the auspices of the Student Council. Prominent student speakers will address the meeting. This is the final City College rally before to-morrow's historic strike.

SIGNED

National Student League
Student League for Industrial Democracy

FIGHT IMPERIALIST WAR AND FASCISM